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Voluntarily child free (VCF) individuals face stigmatization in a pronatalist society that 

labels those who do not want children as deviant. Because of this stigmatization, VCF couples 

face privacy issues as they choose to reveal or conceal their family planning decision and face a 

variety of reactions from social network members. Therefore, communication privacy 

management and communication accommodation theory was use to examine this phenomenon. 

Prior research found two different types of VCF couples: grounds-based and grounds-free. 

Grounds-based individuals cite medical or biological reasons for not having children, while 

grounds-free individuals cite social reasons for not having children. The purpose of this study is 

to examine how grounds-based and grounds-free VCF couples manage their disclosure of private 

information and how social network members react to their family planning decision. Findings 

revealed that grounds-free individuals are more likely to engage in the self-defense hypothesis 

and grounds-based individuals are more likely to engage in the expressive need hypothesis. 

Grounds-based individuals were asked about their decision in dyadic situations, whereas 

grounds-free individuals were asked at group gatherings. Additionally, social network members 

used under-accommodation strategies the most frequently and grounds-free individuals 

experienced more name calling than grounds-based. Finally, while grounds-free individuals 

experienced non-accommodation and over-accommodation strategies, grounds-based did not. 

Findings suggest that grounds-free individuals are more stigmatized by social network members. 

Implications for merging CPM and CAT are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

As the childless by choice have doubtless heard before, the reason children are 
recommended- whether homemade or adopted-is that most of them turn out to be 
an unmatchable source of profound joy and deep pride. Quite simply, I feel sorry 
for those who swear off children.  

Amitai Etzioni, social theorist 
 
In a pronatalist society, parenthood is seen as a component of sex-role socialization and a 

biological need (Mueller & Yoder, 1997). Couples who bear children are perceived as possessing 

high sexual competence, good health, maturity and a true adult status in society (Mueller & 

Yoder, 1997; Sommers, 1993).  Societal norms dictate the most desirable family structure as one 

consisting of a married man and woman with 2-4 children (Sommers, 1993). Popenoe (1993), the 

co-director of the National Marriage Project, gives a definition of family, in which he 

specifically excludes married couples without children. More recently, the co-director of the 

National Marriage Project testified to the U.S. Senate regarding family issues, defining the 

family according to Popenoe’s (1993) definition, which states that married couples without 

children are not considered a family (National Marriage Project, 2004). Therefore, the majority 

of society has been taught to reject the voluntarily child free (VCF; Sommers, 1993).  The 

decision of VCF couples to not have children has caused controversy in American society 

because the majority of individuals believe that it is the duty and desire of all heterosexual 

married couples to reproduce (Park, 2002). Stephanie Mencimer, editor of Washington Monthly 

said (as cited in Clausen, 2002): 

The idea that mass childlessness is the product of a ‘lifestyle choice’ or a political 
movement defies common sense. We are, after all, highly evolved primates. 
Reproductive instincts are hard wired in our brains, and historically, only events of 
serious magnitude-wars, depression, famine and seismic shifts in the large economic 
system, such as the industrial revolution-have caused large numbers of women to forgo 
having children. 
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Overall, American society shares the same belief cited above: the choice of women to remain 

childless is considered abnormal and deviant. Given that couples who choose to be VCF are 

under scrutiny for their choice, they face possible privacy dilemmas and stigmatization when 

choosing to share their decision with social network members. Durham (2008) found that VCF 

couples are often met with negative reactions such as disappointment and anger after sharing 

their VCF decision. The reactions of those social network members effect motivations to reveal 

or conceal reproductive decisions. The goal of this study is to examine how VCF (VCF) couples 

manage their disclosure of private information and how their social network members react to 

their family planning decision. In this study, I hope to gain a better understanding of the 

disclosure process of VCF couples and the reactions to these VCF decisions by members of their 

social network. Additionally, VCF couples risk being stigmatized by social network members as 

a result of choosing not to reproduce, which may affect disclosures. The following section will 

discuss the stigma of VCF couples and the ever-changing family structure. 

 

Voluntarily Child free (VCF) Couples 

VCF couples are often stigmatized and misunderstood as a result of their choices. In 

Polit’s (1978) study of family size stereotypes, researchers found that the voluntarily childless 

were seen as less socially desirable, less nurturing, less well adjusted and more autonomous. 

Additionally, respondents reported desiring more social distance between themselves and the 

VCF couples.  Winch (1971) called VCF couples “dysfunctional” and an “index of 

disorganization.”  In particular, VCF women are often portrayed as selfish, unnatural, 

irresponsible and immature (Bardwick, 1974; Deutsch, 1945). Somers’ (1993) study compared 
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VCF couples and parents, revealing that VCF couples report feeling negatively stereotyped by 

friends and families.  

Family trends are constantly changing and evolving as a result of fluctuation in child-

bearing trends. For example, recent family trends show that women who choose to have children 

are doing so later in life, in comparison to earlier decades, due to participation in higher 

education, income concerns and partnership stability (Weston, Qu, Parker & Alexander, 2004). 

During the 1970s, the number of American households increased twice as rapidly as the entire 

population. However, during the 1980s, households only increased one and a half times as 

rapidly as the entire population. This illustrates a decline in household growth, illustrating that 

more couples are not having children (Crispell, 1994). 

Similarly, VCF trends have changed in the United States. In the 1970s, 40% of married 

couples had children, whereas in the 1990s, that number dramatically decreased to 26% (Sohoni, 

1993). In 1995, 8.9% of American women aged 15-44 were child free. Of the 8.9% of women, 

6.6% were VCF. This percentage has risen since 1982 (Abma, Chandra, Mosher, Peterson, & 

Piccinino, 1997). These percentages indicate that the number of VCF couples is increasing in the 

United States, thus rendering them an important part of the United States population that needs to 

be explored. 

Though the number of VCF couples is on the rise, VCF couples continue to face 

challenges. VCF couples must make decisions on revealing or concealing their decision to 

remain child free to family members and friends (Durham, 2008). VCF couples face a variety of 

reactions from their social network members. VCF couples may be met with negative reactions 

as they share their reproductive choices with their friends and family. Negative reactions may 

consist of overt disappointment and anger, or a refusal to listen to the explanation of the VCF 
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couple (Durham, 2008). These interactions may affect the relationships between the VCF couple 

and their social network members, thus rendering future social interactions challenging. Given 

the potential need to conceal the decision to be child free because of the risk of being 

stigmatized, communication privacy management theory is used to explore how VCF couples 

use privacy rules to determine whether they will reveal or conceal their reproductive information. 

Additionally, because there are occasions when VCF couples will choose to reveal their decision 

to others, communication accommodation theory is used to examine reactions from social 

network members. The next section outlines communication privacy management theory and 

communication accommodation theory, describing important theoretical concepts and the 

reasoning for choosing each theory. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

 To better understand the function of private information management and the impact of 

reactions of social network members on VCF couples, two theories are employed. First, 

communication privacy management (CPM; Petronio, 2002) is used to investigate the decisions 

to reveal or conceal decisions to family members and friends. Petronio based her theory on five 

main principles. The first principle says individuals deem themselves owners of their private 

information. Since couples voluntarily elect to be child free, this choice is their personal 

information. Second, Petronio (2002) posits that individuals believe they control what private 

information is disclosed to other people. Again, the voluntary nature of the decision gives 

couples the right to choose who they share their information with. The third principle says 

individuals utilize privacy rules in the decision to open privacy boundaries or keep them closed. 

Culture, gender, motivation, and risk all impact the decision of the VCF couple to conceal or 
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reveal their decision. Fourth, by revealing private information to others, individuals make others 

shareholders and hold them responsible for following the same privacy rules or developing new 

rules. Once the VCF couple has revealed their family planning decision to their social network 

members, they hold those members responsible for concealing the information. The final 

principle states that it is inevitable that privacy management issues may become turbulent 

because of an invasion of privacy boundaries or a disruption of rules (Petronio, 2007). Social 

network members may invade privacy boundaries by asking the VCF couple if they are going to 

have children. They may also tell other social network members about the VCF couple’s 

decision without permission.   

While this theory provides a useful structure to examine the privacy management 

components of VCF couples’ decision to reveal or conceal information, communication 

accommodation theory allows for a more comprehensive analysis of the reactions of friends and 

family to the couple’s decision to remain child free. Communication accommodation theory 

(CAT) is utilized to analyze the responses of family members and friends as VCF couples reveal 

their family planning decision. CAT considers a variety of strategies used by social network 

members in response to the VCF couple’s decision. Developed by Howard Giles and his 

colleagues in 1973, CAT provides a framework for studying interpersonal communication and 

designates communication strategies used by individuals. These strategies include 

accommodation, over-accommodation, under-accommodation and non-accommodation (Giles, 

2008).  

 Accommodation refers to the idea that individuals may adapt their behavior to 

communicate appropriately in various situations, thus moving toward meeting the needs of 

others (Jones, Woodhouse & Rowe, 2007). Accommodation would occur if the social network 
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members receiving the information from the VCF couple put their personal opinions aside and 

supported the couple in an appropriate manner, even if they did not agree with the choice. Under-

accommodation occurs when individuals do not appropriately adapt their behavior; instead, they 

do not sufficiently attend to the communicative needs of others (Giles, 2008). If the social 

network member reacted to the news by continuously talking about the couple having children, 

under-accommodation would occur. Because the VCF couple may have explained that they were 

not having children, references to them having children by the social network member would be 

considered inappropriate behavior.  

Over-accommodation arises when individuals communicate based on a stereotype, such 

as young people speaking louder and slower to older people. This type of communication would 

occur if the social network member expressed negative opinions about children, or explained that 

they themselves are VCF or wish they had considered that as a family planning option. The final 

strategy in CAT is non-accommodation, which occurs when individuals send messages which 

can be interpreted by the receiver as suggesting they are not worthy of a positive response by the 

sender (Giles, 2008). Non-accommodation would occur if the VCF couple expressed interest in 

discussing their reproductive decision to the social network member, and the social network 

member ignored or said they did not want to hear their explanation. Now that I have outlined the 

theoretical framework of my study, I next discuss the purpose and rationale, revealing gaps in 

research on VCF couples.  

 

Purpose/Rationale 

 While the number of VCF couples is increasing, little is known about how VCF couples 

manage disclosure of private information as they consider reactions from friends and family to 
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their decision. Moreover, research has yet to consider the variation in types of VCF couples. 

Preliminary research has investigated interpersonal communication within the VCF couple, but 

has not considered looking outside the couple (Durham, 2008). This project considers social 

network members who are outside of the couple. By combining communication privacy 

management and communication accommodation theory to different types of VCF couples, I 

gain a thorough understanding of VCF couples’ disclosure of family planning decisions. 

Additionally, combining the theories allows a better examination of how reactions from social 

network members impact the decision to disclose.  

Durham (2008) investigated VCF couple’s family planning decisions using 

communication privacy management theory, but focused on the interpersonal processes of 

revealing/concealing the information that functioned within the VCF couple. Though reactions of 

social network members were mentioned, the study did not focus on the recipients of the 

information, nor their various reactions. The motivation of individuals disclosing information 

may depend on the anticipated reactions of friends and family. Thus, considering reactions of 

social network members is essential to gaining insight into how VCF couples choose to reveal or 

conceal their child free decision. Communication accommodation theory allows researchers to 

analyze conversational strategies used by those social network members as they receive family 

planning information.  

While Durham’s research suggests that two types of VCF couples exist, no research has 

been done to establish this claim. Durham (2008) posits that there are two different types of VCF 

couples: grounds-based and grounds-free VCF couples. Grounds-based VCF couples are those 

who provide specific reasons for choosing not to have children. For example, some individuals 

may have a history of alcoholism or depression and choose not to reproduce because they do not 
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want to subject their children to those same struggles. Grounds-free VCF couples do not provide 

specific reasons for not having children; instead, they simply state they do not want children. By 

understanding the difference between the two groups, researchers can gain more insight into the 

management of private disclosures of the understudied group of VCF couples. There is currently 

no research distinguishing the two types and the unique communicative acts belonging to each 

one.  

Finally, the combination of the two theories represents an under-utilized theoretical 

framework. While communication privacy management and communication accommodation 

theory have been used extensively as separate entities, little research has combined the two. A 

combination of the two could prove complementary as CPM’s boundary rules and violations 

could be explained in accommodative or non-accommodative terms (Giles, 2008). 

Overall, the non-traditional family structure of the VCF couple has been understudied. 

With the growth of VCF couples in our nation, more research needs to be done to understand 

how they disclose private information to their social network members. Additionally, two types 

of VCF couples have been identified (grounds-based and grounds-free), yet no research has been 

done considering the variety of reactions from social network members. By examining the 

privacy disclosures used by VCF couples to determine whether to reveal or conceal their 

information while considering couple types and observing diverse reactions from friends and 

family, I am able to further the research on this topic. Utilizing communication privacy 

management and communication accommodation theory together allows for this thorough 

examination to occur, because CPM considers the decision to reveal or conceal and CAT is 

concerned with reactions from social network members. In the following section, I outline the 

problem and theoretical framework in greater detail. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Voluntarily child free (VCF) couples must manage the stigma of choosing to be child 

free, and revealing the decision to social network members. This stigma may differ according to 

the type of VCF couple. Additionally, privacy rules, boundary coordination and management of 

disclosure may differ, dependent on the type of VCF couple.  First, I examine the differences 

between grounds-based and grounds-free VCF couples, followed by a thorough review of 

literature on the stigma associated with VCF couples. Finally, I review the literature on both 

communication privacy management as well as communication accommodation theory to 

illuminate the problematic issues of disclosing VCF decisions to social network members.  

 

Grounds-Based and Grounds-Free 

Durham (personal communication, September 2, 2008) suggests VCF couples fall into 

two categories: grounds-based and grounds-free.  Grounds-based couples provide specific 

medical or behavioral reasons for not having children. For example, grounds-based VCF couples 

may have alcoholism or depression that runs in the family and choose not to have children 

because their children would be at risk for those diseases. However, grounds-free couples do not 

provide the same reasons. Instead, they offer reasons associated with social needs, such as a 

focus on career rather than children.  Each group of VCF couples is unique, and may engage in 

distinct communication practices with each other as well as with members of their social 

network. Grounds-based VCF couples explain to members of their social network that they do 

not want to reproduce for fear their genetic traits will be passed down to their children.  
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Previous research suggests that genetically linked diseases, such as alcoholism and 

mental health issues, are reasons some VCF couples give for not having children (Durham, 

personal communication, 2008). A history of alcoholism may be grounds for deciding not to 

have children. Many studies have revealed that alcoholism is 50%-60% genetic, thus resulting in 

a disease that is likely to be passed down from generation to generation (Goldman & Bergen, 

1998; McGue, 1999). Because of the drastic effects of alcoholism, such as heath deterioration, 

relationship problems, drunk driving, and fetal alcohol syndrome, individuals within the VCF 

couple who have battled or currently battle alcoholism may not wish to risk passing the 

alcoholism gene on to their children (Nathan, 1983). According to Grant (2000), one in four 

children under 18 years old suffer from alcohol abuse in the home. Additionally, children with 

alcoholic parents are at high risk for insufficient parenting, increased conflict, and significant 

hardship within the home (Ellis, Zucker, & Fitzgerald, 1997; Grant, 2000).  

 In addition to alcoholism, VCF couples may be concerned with psychological and 

behavioral issues, such as depression. Researchers found that although social and cognitive 

factors play a role, biological factors, such as “genetic vulnerability,” contribute to the likelihood 

of becoming depressed (Hyde, Mezulis, & Abramson, 2008; Lau, Rijsdijk, Gregory, McGuffin, 

& Eley, 2007). Additionally, Grove and Lebow (1991) found that, consistent with other research, 

a genetically transmitted vulnerability of schizophrenia in a parent leads to a high risk of 

schizophrenia in their children. Given these concerns, grounds-based VCF couples may choose 

not to reproduce. However, grounds-free VCF couples have very different reasons for not 

reproducing. 

 In contrast with grounds-based VCF couples, grounds-free VCF couples do not provide 

medical or behavioral reasons for not having children. Rather, social reasons were reported.  In 
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Durham’s (2008) study, he interviewed VCF couples and their experiences revealing or 

concealing family planning decisions. One participant explained that as a VCF couple, she and 

her husband were able to talk and socialize with friends as long as they liked, instead of going 

home to take care of their children. Park (2005) also conducted interviews of VCF individuals, 

focusing on their motives for not reproducing. One participant described her childhood 

experience watching her mother taking care of her children, sister and mother. She explained that 

her mother’s entire life revolved around taking care of others and knew she did not want that for 

herself. Therefore, she made the decision to not have children. These two examples represent 

VCF couples and individuals who value the freedom of being an adult without having to worry 

about taking care of children. These would be considered social reasons for not having children. 

In addition, Park (2005) found that VCF individuals provided reasons such as personality and 

parenting skills, career goals, feelings about children and population concerns as fueling their 

decision to not have children.  

Grounds-based and grounds-free VCF couples have very different reasons for not having 

children. However, each group still faces the difficult challenges of being VCF in a pronatalist 

society. Though both groups are stigmatized, this study seeks to understand the differences in 

stigmatization between the two groups as they share family planning decisions with their friends 

and family.  

 

Stigmatization of Voluntarily Child Free Couples 

According to Goffman (1963), a stigma is a certain attribute that renders the individual 

who possesses that attribute deviant and outside of the norm. These individuals are seen as 

unattractively different, and are sometimes considered not entirely human (Goffman, 1963). 
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Stigmatized individuals must confront the daunting task of not only accepting themselves, but 

also negotiating and explaining identities during interactions with others who may perceive the 

stigmatized to be deviant. Society places stigmas on many individuals, but one group often gets 

overlooked in research: families who are VCF (Park, 2002).  

Changes in family dynamics over the last four decades has left some family types 

stigmatized by society. Family trends have evolved from the 1960s to today. In the 1960s, 85% 

of mothers in the 1960s believed married couples should have children, compared with the early 

1980s where only 40% of mothers shared this attitude.  In 1988, 45% of men and women 

disagreed with the statement “people who have never had children lead empty lives.” In 1994, 

the percentage increased to 56% among women and stayed the same among men (Thornton & 

Young-Demarco, 2001). VCF couples increased from 2% in 1982 to 5% in 1995 (Paul, 2001).  

Stigmatization around VCF couples occurs because of a difference between VCF couples 

and those who are unable to reproduce. Researchers found a difference between attitudes toward 

the VCF couples, and couples who desire children but are unable to reproduce. When compared 

to the involuntarily child free, VCF couples are perceived as more materialistic, more selfish and 

more individualistic (Ganong, Coleman and Mapes, 1990; Polit, 1978, & Veevers, 1980). 

Veevers (1980) pointed out that the stigma against VCF couples is not a result of not having 

children, but instead lies in the fact that they do not want children at all. Gangong, Coleman and 

Mapes (1990) also suggest that the stigmatization lies in the comparison with VCF and couples 

who are infertile. People view VCF couples as having character flaws, rather than sympathizing 

with the predicament of infertile couples (Gangong et al., 1990).  

 Though there is a stigma associated with not having children, VCF individuals must also 

face the stigma of not wanting children. In today’s society, this lack of reproductive desire is 
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seen as unnatural and deviant (Park, 2002). In order to manage their stigma, VCF couples must 

negotiate who they share their private information with, specifically regarding their family 

planning decisions. Because of a possibility of a negative reaction to their choices, VCF couples 

choose to either reveal or conceal their decision and with whom they will share their decision. 

Additionally, grounds-based VCF couples may make different decisions and face different 

reactions from friends and family in comparison to grounds-free VCF couples. In the next 

section, I further discuss communication privacy management theory as a framework for 

examining VCF couples’ decision to reveal or conceal private family planning information. 

 

Communication Privacy Management 

To better understand how VCF couples function in regards to privacy, Petronio’s 

communication privacy management theory (CPM) is utilized. This theory aims to offer insight 

into understanding the dialectic between the disclosing of private information and the 

concealment of that information (Petronio, 2007).  A fundamental aspect of this theory is the 

idea that disclosing private information is hazardous because the individuals disclosing become 

vulnerable as they disclose personal information (Petronio, 1991). Additionally, individuals on 

the receiving end of the spectrum may feel the need to protect themselves (Petronio, 1991). 

Therefore Petronio (1991) argued, “in order to manage both disclosing and receiving private 

information, individuals erect a metamorphic boundary to reduce the possibility of losing face 

and as a means for protection” (p. 311). VCF couples must engage in management of disclosures 

because of the stigma associated with being VCF.   In order to maintain boundaries and control 

the amount of private information revealed, individuals utilize privacy rules (Petronio, 1991). 

According to CPM theory, there are five ways individuals develop privacy rules which include: 
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culture, gendered criteria, motivations people have concerning privacy, contextual constraints 

and risk-benefit ratio (Petronio, 2002). The privacy rules serve as the foundation for the ways 

individuals engage in boundary management (Petronio, 2002).   

First, culture plays a role in the decisions to disclose private information (Petronio, 2002). 

Cultural norms dictate what behavior is socially acceptable, which influences boundary 

accessibility. All cultures negotiate privacy in some way, but each society values that privacy in 

a different way (Petronio, 2002). Additionally, various cultures have different expectations when 

it comes to reproducing. In a study of infertility, researchers found that Turkish infertile women 

experienced higher emotional stress and guilt than Dutch infertile women, due to a larger social 

pressure for reproduction among Turkish women (Van Rooij, Van Balen, & Hermanns, 2007).  

In Western pronatalist culture, a woman’s social worth is directly connected with her ability to 

have children (Parry, 2005). With specific regards to VCF couples, Durham (2008) found that 

VCF couples felt guilty about their decision to remain child free because of the cultural 

expectations in the United States that married, heterosexual couples should have children. In 

negotiating whether or not to reveal their decisions, VCF couples feared negative reactions to 

their choices because of the cultural and religious expectations present in society (Durham, 

2008). Therefore, cultured criteria affect the decision of VCF couples to reveal or conceal their 

private information.  

Second, gendered criteria impact the development of privacy rules. As a result of gender, 

men and women may define the nature of privacy in different terms.  Men and women develop 

diverse privacy rules in order to regulate boundaries because they have different points of view 

in regards to revealing and concealing private information. Therefore, men and women disclose 

about different issues in dissimilar ways (Petronio, 2002). Dindia and Allen (1992) found that 
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women disclose to other women more so than men. They also found that women disclose more 

to men than men do to women (Dindia & Allen, 1992). Additionally, prior research on gender 

disclosure has shown that men are more likely to disclose about things that are masculine of 

nature than are women and women are more inclined to disclose about information considered 

feminine in nature than are men (Derlega, Durham, Gockel & Sholis, 1981). Prior research on 

VCF couples revealed that women held the burden of revealing their private information for two 

reasons (Durham, 2008). First, in American culture, motherhood is seen as more vital to a 

woman’s being than fatherhood is to a man. Second, female members of the VCF couple’s social 

network were perceived as more concerned with family planning decisions than men in the social 

network. Because of these reasons, female participants reported experiencing more situations 

where their choice to remain child free was challenged. Traditional gender roles affected 

decisions to reveal/conceal decisions as well as reactions from social network members. 

Next, motivational and contextual criteria play a role in the VCF couples’ decision to 

share private information.  In deciding whether or not to open boundaries, individuals consider 

their specific needs relating to their disclosures of privacy (Petronio, 2002). Davis and Franzoi 

(1987) outline three hypotheses that characterize motivations for disclosing private information. 

First, the expressive need hypothesis states that disclosing to others is fulfilling and rewarding 

because it satisfies an individual’s need to convey thoughts and feelings to other people. Second, 

the self-knowledge hypothesis refers to the idea that individuals want to know more about 

themselves, so they disclose to others. Finally, the self-defense hypothesis states that individuals 

avoid self-disclosing when they feel it is too risky. Prior research on VCF couples suggests that 

the expressive need hypothesis explains the motivation for disclosure when VCF couples felt the 

receiver of their information would react positively (Durham, 2008). Additionally, the self-
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defense hypothesis explains motivation for concealing their decision if VCF couples felt they 

would be met with negative reactions from social network members (Durham, 2008). VCF 

couples reported that the likelihood of revealing or concealing their family planning decisions 

was dependent on the anticipated response of the receiver and the perceived likeness between 

themselves and the receiver (Durham, 2008). VCF couples were more likely to reveal their 

decisions to social network members if they felt they would be met with a positive reaction 

(Durham, 2008). VCF couples’ motivations to reveal varied as to the anticipated response of 

their friends and family. 

 Fourth, contextual criteria affect the decision to disclose. Petronio (2002) highlights 

three life events that explain the way privacy rules develop to meet the needs of a particular 

situation: traumatic events, therapeutic situations, and life circumstances. Traumatic events refer 

to circumstances where individuals must cope with a sudden, disruptive event. VCF couples may 

face traumatic events if their disclosures are not planned and reactions are extremely negative. 

Therapeutic situations occur when individuals choose to discuss situations with a therapist or 

counselor (Petronio, 2002). VCF couples may prepare for the challenges they face by speaking to 

a counselor, thus revealing their family planning decisions in a “safe” environment.  Finally, life 

circumstances refer to situations that are not as stressful as traumatic events. Though these 

situations are not as stressful, individuals must still adapt their privacy rules to that particular 

circumstance (Petronio, 2002). For example, VCF couples may adjust their methods of 

disclosure depending on who they choose to hear their decisions. Additionally, grounds-based 

and grounds-free couples may engage in different methods and choose to include or exclude 

different people in their decisions.  

Finally, risk- benefit ratio criteria may play a role in VCF disclosure decisions. 
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Individuals feel the need to control their privacy boundaries because of the need to weigh the 

risks and benefits of disclosing private information.  The eagerness of individuals to share is 

measured against the amount of risk one feels when opening up privacy boundaries. While it 

may be therapeutic to share, there is often some level of vulnerability and risk involved 

(Petronio, 2002). For the VCF couple, there are two main risks involved in disclosing family 

planning decisions: pity and disappointment/anger (Durham, 2008). Some participants were 

hesitant in revealing their decisions because social network members had expressed pity in the 

past due to contributing their child free status to infertility rather than to choice. Additionally, 

VCF couples considered the risk of family and friends expressing disappointment and sometimes 

anger because of their decision to remain child free (Durham, 2008). Determining the risk 

involved in disclosing in comparison to the benefits received by disclosing contributes to the 

revealing/concealing decisions of VCF couples. The amount of risk involved in revealing family 

planning decisions may depend on the type of VCF couple. VCF couples engage in all five 

privacy rules when deciding whether or not to open privacy boundaries. In addition to these 

privacy rules, Petronio developed five main principles of communication privacy management. 

These principles have been mentioned earlier, but are discussed again in terms of VCF couples. 

These five principles serve as the foundation for communication privacy management. 

First, CPM focuses on private information which is believed to be owned by the individual. VCF 

couples believe that their decisions to remain child free are their own, private decisions. Second, 

individuals feel they have control over who they choose to share in their ownership of private 

information and what information is revealed. VCF couples feel they have a right to choose what 

information is revealed and to whom they reveal that information. The third principle states that 

individuals use privacy rules (as mentioned above) to decide whether or not to open privacy 
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boundaries. Cultured criteria, gendered criteria, motivational criteria, contextual criteria and risk-

benefit ration criteria all contribute to the decisions made by VCF couples to reveal/conceal their 

family planning decisions. Fourth, by revealing private information to others, individuals allow 

them to share in control of that private information.  Because others now share in ownership of 

their private information, individuals hold them responsible for following the same privacy rules 

or developing new rules. When VCF couples disclose private information to members of their 

social network, they give them joint ownership of their private information. Finally, privacy 

management issues may become turbulent as a result of privacy boundary invasion or a 

disruption of privacy rules. This idea of turbulence refers to situations where privacy rules are 

violated intentionally, and where dilemmas of privacy and unclear boundaries exist (Petronio, 

2004). As individuals attempt to manage these boundaries, they engage in “boundary 

coordination” (Petronio & Caughlin, 2006). During this coordination of boundaries, individuals 

utilize privacy rules in order to decide who they want “linked” into a boundary. Next, individuals 

utilize privacy rules as they determine the limits of “co-ownership” of the information. Finally, 

privacy rules determine how much information is disclosed, thus leading to “permeability” rules 

that control how much information leaves the privacy boundary (Petronio & Caughlin, 2006). 

Because of the different reasons given by the two groups of VCF couples (grounds-based and 

grounds-free) explaining their child free decision, boundary coordination and privacy rules may 

differ according to the type of VCF couples. 

The purpose of this study is to explore whether or not differences exist between grounds-

based and grounds-free VCF couples as they reveal or conceal their reproductive decisions to 

friends and family. VCF couples may face boundary turbulence when social network members 

ask them about their family planning decisions before they are ready to openly discuss their 
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decisions. However, boundary conditions among VCF types are not known. CPM suggests there 

may be a difference between the two. Each privacy rule and principle of communication privacy 

management may be used differently according to the type of VCF couple: grounds-based or 

grounds-free. Therefore, I ask: 

RQ1: How do the two types of VCF couples (grounds-based and grounds-free) manage 
privacy? 

 

Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) 

It is important to understand how social network members react to a VCF couple’s 

decision to remain child free because their reaction has an effect on their relationship with the 

VCF couple as well as on society’s view of couples who remain child free. Therefore, I combine 

communication privacy management theory with communication accommodation theory in order 

to fully understand the interaction. A merging of CPM and CAT proves significant, as they 

compliment each other both in practice and in theory (Giles, 2008). By applying CAT to the 

interaction between the VCF couple and their social network members, researchers can gain 

insight into the beliefs individuals have of child free couples and the effect that has on VCF 

couples. 

 VCF couples must manage privacy because of the stigma associated with being VCF. 

Each type of VCF couple may have different stigmas and as a result, may manage privacy 

differently. Various reactions from social network members may reinforce the stigma of the VCF 

couple or reveal society’s attitude in regards to VCF couples. VCF couples consider the reactions 

of social network members when managing their private information. Because communication 

between stigmatized individuals and non-stigmatized individuals can result in apprehension 

among each type of individual, elevated levels of uncertainty and non-accommodative 
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communication may occur within the interaction (Dixon, Schell, Giles, & Drogos, 2008; Hebl, 

Tickle, & Heatherton, 2000). Thus, employing CAT to the interactions between VCF couples 

(stigmatized) and their friends and family (non-stigmatized) allows a thorough examination of 

the communication between the two groups.  

  Giles, Taylor and Bourhis (1973) developed CAT as an extension of speech 

accommodation theory. CAT helps explain how individuals use specific language, taking into 

account social and environmental factors (Jones, Gallois, Callan & Barker, 1999). CAT 

originated from a sociopsychological model of speech modifications and evolved into a model of 

interpersonal processes during relational interaction (Gilves, Coupland & Coupland, 1991). 

Initially, CAT functioned as a way to explicate cognitive and emotional processes that exist 

within communicative interactions.   

CAT explains how and why interactants accommodate communicative actions in various 

contexts. As individuals communicate, discursive and psychological strategies are used to create 

either convergence or divergence during interactions. Depending on the situation, individuals 

either converge their behavior, or diverge. Convergence refers to an individual mimicking the 

behavior of another individual, whereas individuals engage in divergence to exaggerate or 

acknowledge differences (Giles, Fortman, Dailey, Barker, Hajek, Anderson, & Rule, 2006). 

Convergence is an accommodative process that explains what occurs when individuals adapt 

their nonverbal behavior, such as linguistic or paralinguistic features, to mirror behavior of 

another and perhaps gain approval (Buller, LePoire, Aune, & Eloy, 1992; Dixon et al., 2008). 

Individuals use linguistic strategies such as speech rate, pauses, length of utterance and facial 

expressions to reduce interpersonal differences (Giles et al., 1991).  In 1973, Giles, Taylor and 

Bourhis found that the more effort at convergence toward a similar language or accent put forth 
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by the speaker, the more favorably the speaker was evaluated by the listener.  

Divergence is a non-accommodative process that occurs when the individual emphasizes 

the verbal and nonverbal differences in speech between themselves and another. This strategy 

can be used when one individual attempts to persuade the other to assume a more effective 

communication style (Giles, 2008).  Because divergence may consist of each speaker 

purposefully diverging to create their own identity, divergence is often linked to negative, hostile 

reactions (Dixon et al., 2008). Convergence and divergence can be mutual, non-mutual or partial 

or complete. Mutual communication occurs when both interactants converge or diverge, non-

mutual communication occurs when one interactant converges and the other diverges and partial 

or complete communication occurs when one interactant chooses to partially or completely 

accommodate to their partner (Littlejohn & Foss, 2005).  

   As outlined in the first chapter, CATconsists of four strategies of communication: 

accommodation, over-accommodation, under-accommodation and non-accommodation (Giles, 

2008). Accommodation occurs when interactant partners adjust their behavior to communicate 

more effectively in various contexts in order to meet the needs of the others (Jones et al., 2007). 

In communication between the VCF couple and their social network members, accommodation 

would occur when the social network member puts their personal opinions aside to listen and 

consider what the VCF couple is saying. The social network member would respond with respect 

and support, regardless of their own opinions and ideas. This respect and support would be 

evident in their communication with the VCF couple.  

 Under-accommodation occurs when interactant partners do not sufficiently adapt their 

behavior or meet the communicative needs of others (Giles, 2008). For example, older 

individuals may express negative stereotypes of younger individuals and their culture and choose 
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not to fully appreciate and pay attention to the messages of younger individuals (Giles, 2008). As 

VCF couples communicate with social network members, they may be met with under-

accommodation. If VCF couples are discussing reproductive decisions with their parents, under-

accommodation may take place as a result of the older individuals not appreciating their message 

or feeling negatively toward the culture of the VCF couple. Social network members may 

constantly bring up the topic of children and parenting in the presence of the VCF couple, thus 

engaging in under-accommodation. VCF couples may also be met with under-accommodation 

strategies from social network members because their friends and family may not agree with 

their decision and make no attempt to adapt their behavior and language to meet communicative 

needs of the VCF couple. 

 The third strategy is over-accommodation. Over-accommodation occurs when individuals 

communicate based on a stereotype. This type of communication can be seen as condescending 

and patronizing, such as when a younger person speaks louder and slower to an older person 

(Giles, 2008; Ryan, Giles, Bartolucci, & Henwood, 1986). As VCF couples communicate with 

their friends and family, over-accommodation may occur if friends and family say negative 

things about children. Social network members may also over-accommodate by explaining that 

they wish they did not have children and express a desire to be a VCF couple. Instead of 

adjusting their behavior to meet the needs of the VCF couple, the social network member over-

compensates by exaggerating their response.  

 The final strategy is non-accommodation, which occurs when the sender sends a message 

to the receiver that suggests the receiver is not worthy of a response (Giles, 2008). There is no 

desire by the sender to even attempt to meet the needs of the receiver. Individuals may non-

accommodate by ignoring what their interactant partner is saying. When a VCF couple tells their 
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social network members that they have chosen not to have children, non-accommodation would 

occur if the social network member does not respond, or responds by abandoning the interaction.  

If the VCF couple expresses a desire to explain their child free decision to their social network 

member, the social network member may not allow the VCF couple to explain, thus engaging in 

non-accommodation. Additionally, each strategy used by social network members may differ 

depending on VCF couple type.   

Similarly, it is vital to consider the two types of VCF couples: grounds-based and 

grounds-free. Social network members may have different reactions to reproductive decisions 

based on the couple’s reason for not having children. Disclosure of reproductive choices leads to 

possibly being stigmatized by friends and family. While VCF couples are stigmatized in general, 

each type of couple may be stigmatized differently. Reactions from social network members may 

shape future reproductive disclosures and may vary dependent on VCF couple type. Therefore, I 

ask, 

RQ2:  How are VCF couples’ privacy rules shaped by the accommodation strategies of 
social network members? 
 
RQ3: How do accommodation strategies used by social network members differ based on 
VCF couple types (grounds-based and grounds-free)?  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

Voluntarily child free (VCF) couples face stigmatization from their social networks that 

may be dependent on the reasons for their VCF decision, thus suggesting that there may be a 

difference between the two types of VCF couples. As VCF couples disclose their reproductive 

decision to members of their social network, they develop privacy rules to manage privacy 

boundaries. Boundary conditions may differ between grounds-based and grounds-free VCF 

couples. When VCF couples reveal their decision to remain child free, their friends and family 

may have a variety of reactions. These reactions may also differ according to the type of VCF 

couple and have a profound effect on the VCF couple as reactions may contribute to 

stigmatization. In this study,  communication privacy management (CPM) and communication 

accommodation theory (CAT) are used to explain interactions between VCF couples and their 

social network members. This chapter serves to outline the methodology, participants, procedure 

and data analysis for this study.  

 

Participants 

A total of 22 participants were recruited for the study. Seventeen participants identified as 

grounds-free and 5 participants identified as grounds-based. Participants consisted of 2 males 

and 20 females, ranging from 27-62 years of age, with an average age of 41.  All participants 

identified as Caucasian and have been married 7 months to 38 years, with an average of 13 years.  

Using a purposeful sampling technique, all participants recruited were individuals who were 

legally married, had made a decision to voluntarily remain child free, had disclosed that decision 

to member(s) of their social network, do not currently have children, and are not infertile.  
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Recruitment 

Participants were recruited in three ways. First, participants were recruited through 

research opportunity postings on several online social groups for VCF couples: Childfree by 

Choice, No Kidding!, and Kid Free and Loving It. Paul (2001) lists a number of Websites for the 

VCF including Childfree by Choice and No Kidding! Childfree by Choice has a message board 

with multiple posts from VCF individuals discussing various topics and providing 

encouragement to each other. No Kidding! is a Website with 68 chapters in North America 

aimed at supporting individuals who have chosen to be child free. Finally, Kid Free and Lovin’ It 

has had over 7,000 individuals visit the site and is another Website aimed at supporting VCF 

individuals and giving them a safe space for dialogue.  

Secondly, a convenience sample was used to publicize the research study to others and 

individuals willing to participate provided recruitment as well. The VCF couple population is a 

difficult population to find because of the sensitive nature of their family planning choices and 

how those choices are received by society. Durham (2008) found that VCF couples often 

preferred to conceal their family planning decisions from others, even their close family and 

friends, because they did not want to risk facing a negative reaction. For these reasons, a 

convenience sample was used to reach participants. Finally, the research study was announced 

on CRTNET. CRTNET stands for Communication, Research and Theory Network, which is a 

daily e-mail list serve sent to subscribers. CRTNET emails consist of various announcements, 

conference calls, research opportunities, grant opportunities, position announcements and topic 

discussion sent primarily to communication researchers.  Mason and Goulden (2004) found that 

only 44% of academic women in their study had children, suggesting that many academics may 

be VCF. Given these reasons, the academic population was targeted to find participants.  
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Procedure 

Audio recorded interviews were conducted using a retrospective technique. A 

retrospective interview allows for the exploration of relationship constructs by asking 

participants to self-report on a communication phenomenon that has previously occurred (Metts, 

Sprecher, & Cupach, 1991). Lindloff and Taylor (2002) suggest that the qualitative interview 

permits participants to freely express their opinions and experiences while allowing researchers 

to deeply and broadly explore the realities of participants.  

Participants were asked open-ended questions about their decision to remain child free 

and the reactions to their decisions from social network members. Interview questions were 

developed based on the two theoretical frameworks used in the study, CPM and CAT.  

Interviews lasted an average of fifteen minutes in length. For RQ1, How do the two types of 

VCF couples (grounds-based and grounds-free) manage privacy?, I asked the following 

questions:  

(1) What made you choose to remain a child free couple?  

(2) Tell me about you and your partner’s decision making process.  

(3) How comfortable do you feel sharing your child free decision with others?  

(4) Who specifically did you feel it was important to share your child free decision with? 
Tell me about it.  

(5) Did any of those people tell other people about your decision?  

For RQ2, How are VCF couples’ privacy rules shaped by the accommodation strategies 

of social network members?, I asked the following questions:  

(6) Tell me about a time when you regretted sharing your decision with others.  

(7) Tell me about a time when you were glad you shared your decision with others.  

(8) In what instances or occasions have you felt guilty after sharing your decision? Please 
provide a specific example.  
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(9) How do you feel about the reactions?  

(10) Tell me about a time when you shared your decision but did not want to.  

(11) How have you coped?  

(12) What reactions have you experienced that have been discouraging to you?  

(13) What reactions have you experienced that have been encouraging to you?   

Following the interviews, each interview was coded using NVIVO qualitative software 

(Richards, 1999). 

 

Data Analysis 

 To analyze data, a constant comparison technique was used (Charmaz, 2000). Constant 

comparison involves developing coding categories from the data obtained. In this study, an a 

priori coding scheme was utilized to initiate data analysis. Criteria for developing privacy rules 

and accommodation strategies were used as a priori coding schemes. After using an a priori 

coding scheme, researchers let the data drive the themes.  Interviews were listened to and 

sections of text that suggest a category were identified and transcribed. (Lindloff & Taylor, 

2002). A codebook was developed from the categories, which included each category, code 

names designated for each category, examples of each category, number of incidents coded and 

location of incidents within the data (Lindloff and Taylor, 2002). After developing the codebook, 

researchers engaged in integration and used axial coding to discover connections between 

categories (Lindloff and Taylor, 2002). Finally, researchers engaged in dimensionalization by 

analyzing each category and determining dimensions within categories (Lindloff & Taylor, 

2002).   

To analyze data, a thematic analysis of RQ1 was conducted. Using the NVIVO software, 

each research question was considered a category. For RQ1, an a priori coding scheme was used 
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based on the 5 criteria for developing privacy rules: culture, gender, motivational criteria, 

contextual criteria and risk-benefit ratio. First, data was analyzed as a whole for evidence of each 

privacy rule. Using each speaking turn as an utterance, data was coded into the respective 

categories. Next, each subcategory was coded and memoed to develop overall themes within the 

subcategory. Finally, grounds-based and grounds-free utterances were compared within each 

theme and assessed for similarities and differences. To gain intercoder reliability, I copied and 

pasted each utterance from all 5 subcategories into a word-processing file in random order. An 

independent coder was trained on the description of each privacy rule (category) and asked to 

label each utterance according to the privacy rule (category) that the utterance best represented. 

Intercoder reliability was calculated at 94%.  

 Additionally, a thematic analysis was conducted for RQ2. For RQ2, an a priori coding 

scheme was used based on the theoretical accommodation strategies as a subcategory: 

accommodation, non-accommodation, over-accommodation and under-accommodation. Using 

an a priori coding scheme, I first analyzed data as a whole, looking for evidence of each 

accommodation strategy. I coded utterances into the respective subcategories. I then went 

through each subcategory and developed overall themes for each category and determined which 

privacy rule was most evident in each category. Finally, I compared the grounds-based and 

grounds-free utterances to each theme, looking for similarities and differences. I gained 

intercoder reliability using the same process used above for RQ1. The independent coder was 

trained on the description of each accommodation strategy. Intercoder reliability was calculated 

at 88%.  

 For RQ3, data was analyzed from RQ2 and assessed for differences between the grounds-

based and grounds-free VCF couple types. Each accommodation strategy was assessed for the 
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number of utterances for grounds-based and the number of utterances for grounds-free. Grounds-

based and grounds-free categories were evaluated separately and were assessed as to which 

utterances fell into each theme.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

To analyze the data, I reviewed interview transcripts to reveal themes. For Research 

Question (RQ) 1, a total of 67 utterances were coded. For RQ2, a total of 94 utterances were 

coded. In support of RQ1, 7 themes emerged. Grounds-based and grounds-free voluntarily child 

free (VCF) individuals experienced similar criteria for developing privacy rules within the 

categories of culture and gender. No difference was found between the two types of VCF couples 

for these categories. Differences were found in the motivational and contextual criteria for 

grounds-based and grounds-free couples.  

In support of RQ2, 6 themes emerged from the four accommodation strategy categories. 

First, the under-accommodation category revealed two themes: name-calling and counter-

arguing. One theme emerged from the accommodation category: respect.  Within the over-

accommodation category, two themes emerged: disclosing hardships and reflective agreement. 

Finally, the non-accommodation category revealed one theme: abandonment of interaction. The 

majority of accommodation strategies used by social network members were coded as under-

accommodative with accommodative strategies as the second most frequent type of strategy. 

In support of RQ3, grounds-based and grounds-free individuals experienced under-

accommodation differently. Grounds-based individuals experienced more counter-arguing, while 

grounds-free individuals experienced more name-calling. Both types of VCF couples 

experienced accommodation in the same way. However, grounds-free individuals experienced 

both over-accommodation and non-accommodation strategies, while grounds-based individuals 

did not. 

In this chapter, I describe each of the themes within the privacy rule criteria, describe and 
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explain accommodation strategies in interactions when VCF individuals disclose, and identify 

differences between grounds-based and grounds-free individuals based on accommodation 

strategy. For each finding I elaborate on the theme and provide examples. 

 

Research Question 1 

The first research question asked, “How do the two types of VCF couples (grounds-based 

and grounds-free) manage privacy?” Within the culture category two themes were identified: 

expectation of children and VCF perceived view of culture. One theme emerged from the gender 

category: dyadic interactions between women. The motivational criteria category revealed two 

themes: self-defense hypothesis and the expressive need hypothesis. Finally, two themes 

emerged from the contextual criteria category group gatherings and dyadic situations. No themes 

emerged for the fifth and final category of risk-benefit ratio. Table 1 shows an overview of the 

themes. 

Table 1 

Criteria for Developing Privacy Rules 

Criteria and Themes Definition 

Culture 
Expectation of Children Cultural expectations VCF social network members 

hold in regard to having children 

VCF Perceived View of 
Culture 

VCF individual’s observation of how the current 
society views the decision not to have children 

Gender Dyadic Interactions with 
Women 

One-on-one conversations with female social network 
members 

Motivation*** 
Self-defense hypothesis Individuals avoid self-disclosing when they feel they 

will be met with negative reactions 

Expressive-need hypothesis Individuals disclose to fulfill their need to convey 
thoughts and feelings to others 

Context*** 
Group gatherings Social situations where many people are present 

Dyadic situations Interpersonal one-on-one interactions 

***Indicates a difference between grounds-based and grounds-free individuals 
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The themes are discussed in detail in the following section, with the most prominent 

theme discussed first. As there were no themes found for risk-benefit ratio, this category is not 

discussed. Finally, both grounds-based and grounds-free individuals experienced each theme.  

 

Cultural Criteria 

Cultural criteria reveal how different cultures manage privacy (Petronio, 2002). More 

specifically, cultural reproductive norms affect the decision to disclose (Parry, 2005). Fifteen out 

of 67 utterances were coded as cultural criteria.  Two main themes emerged from the culture 

category: expectation of children and VCF perceived view of culture. The analysis revealed no 

difference between grounds-based and grounds-free VCF individuals. 

 

Expectation of Children 

The first theme within RQ1 was the cultural expectation of children. This theme refers to 

the cultural expectations VCF social network members hold in regard to having children. These 

expectations consist of religious, biological and social reasons. For example, in Western society, 

a woman’s ability to have children is directly connected with her social worth (Parry, 2005). One 

grounds-free participant described her social network members, saying: “People think that if 

you’re biologically capable, you have children. That’s what you do; you get married and have 

children. And so it’s just not really understood.”  In this instance, the participant cited biological 

and social expectations as her social network members’ reasons for expecting children. Another 

grounds-free female participant stated:  

Of course, on rare occasions, there is the Christian fundamentalist who will say that it’s 
my duty [to have children], or my obligation or it’s God’s will or you know, and the 
creation of the world as it was meant to unfold. 
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Here, the participant explained that social network members sometimes used religious reasons to 

justify the expectation for children. Religious expectations present in society affect the decision 

to disclose. One grounds-based participant said one friend asked her and her husband: 

Well, what happens when kids come along? And we said, well if we had kids, we’d have 
to call the Pope on the red phone because that’s not happening. He was shocked. Not only 
did he think automatically that all people had kids, but he thought we were in our late 
thirties and made those assumptions about us. He was shocked, but he was cool with it. It 
just kind of rocked his world a little bit. He was like, this is not something that all married 
couples do.  
 

 This participant noted that social expectations led to their friend’s shock over their choice to not 

have children. Various social, religious, and biological reasons given by social network members 

affected how the VCF individual managed privacy. Both grounds-based and grounds-free 

experienced the expectation of children the same way.  

  

VCF Perceived View of Culture 

The VCF perceived view of culture considers the VCF individual’s observation of how 

the current society views the decision to not have children. VCF perceived view of culture 

occurred for both grounds-based and grounds-free VCF individuals, and in similar ways. For 

example, one grounds-free woman reported, “At first, we didn’t bring up the subject of kids. I 

think as a society it’s just what you do as a woman, you go to college, get married, buy a house 

and then have kids. So there wasn’t much thought about it.” This participant viewed the culture 

of today’s society as defining child-bearing for married couples as the norm and affected their 

decision to disclose. She did not describe her experience with others holding an expectation of 

children, but explained her view of culture according to her beliefs. In contrast, one grounds-

based woman explained: 

I have no problem [sharing my decision], you know, I think times have changed and it’s 
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no longer necessarily the norm to have children. More people are childless, so I’m very 
comfortable with our decision and talking freely about it. 
 

Depending on their view of culture, participants felt comfortable or uncomfortable discussing 

their VCF decision. As seen from the examples, both grounds-free and grounds-based VCF 

individuals experience instances where both expectation of children and VCF perceived view of 

culture affected their decision to disclose. No difference between the two groups was reported.  

  

Gender Criteria 

 As a result of gender, men and women view the nature of privacy in dissimilar ways and 

disclose different issues to different people (Petronio, 2002). Seven utterances out of a total of 67 

utterances were coded as gender criteria. Grounds-based and grounds-free VCF individuals 

experienced gendered privacy rules in the same way. Within the gender category, one significant 

theme emerged: dyadic interaction between women. Research has shown that women are more 

likely to disclose to women about information considered feminine in nature (Derlega et al., 

1981). Additionally, Durham (2008) found that women experienced more situations where they 

were asked about their child free decision when compared to men. Not surprisingly, female 

participants reported specifically disclosing to other women, rather than men, and male 

participants reported having no one ask about their decision.  However, results revealed that 

these voluntary disclosures functioned primarily within dyadic interactions. For example, one 

grounds-free female explained: 

I was very vocal about the decision making-process. For two years I talked to every 
woman I knew about it. After making my decision, the only person I really sat down and 
talked to about the decision was my mother-in-law. 
 

In this instance, the participant had a one-on-one conversation with her mother-in-law, where she 

felt comfortable to voluntarily share her decision. One grounds-based female said, “The only 
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person I actually did that with [specifically shared decision] was my mother.” Again, the 

decision to sit down specifically with someone and disclose took place in a dyadic interaction. 

Like the culture category, both grounds-based and grounds-free VCF individuals reported 

specifically sharing their decision during a dyadic interaction between women. No difference 

between the two types was found.  

 

Motivational Criteria  

 As individuals decide to open or close privacy boundaries, they consider their specific 

needs in regards to privacy (Petronio, 2002). Three hypotheses characterize motivations for 

sharing private information: expressive need, self-knowledge and self-defense (Davis & Franzoi, 

1987). Twenty-three utterances out of a total of 67 utterances were coded as motivational 

criteria. Two themes emerged from the motivational criteria category: self-defense hypothesis 

and expressive need hypothesis. Grounds-free individuals engaged in the self-defense hypothesis 

more frequently whereas grounds-based individuals engaged in the expressive need hypothesis 

more frequently. 

 

 Self-Defense Hypothesis 

First, VCF individuals reported disclosing their decision due to the self-defense 

hypothesis or the expressive need hypothesis. The self-defense hypothesis states that individuals 

avoid self-disclosing when they feel they will be met with negative reactions (Davis & Franzoi, 

1987; Durham, 2008). Twelve utterances of the 23 motivational utterances were coded as self-

defense. Data analysis revealed that the self-defense hypothesis accounted for the majority of 

reasons VCF individuals gave for choosing not to reveal their decision to social network 
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members. While both grounds-based and grounds-free VCF couples used self-defense, grounds-

free individuals engaged in self-defense more frequently than did grounds-based individuals. For 

example, one grounds-free participant explained, “I’m not very comfortable sharing my decision 

because I get a lot of people who think it’s just weird or wrong.” 

This woman had a negative experience sharing her VCF decision with social network 

members and chose not to voluntarily share her decision in the future. Additionally, one grounds-

based participant said: 

When my mom passed away, in her mind, she thought I was going to be married and 
have kids. I actually never spoke to her about [my decision]. It’s just a feeling I had 
inside of me and I never shared it with my mother before she passed away. I didn’t feel 
like, you know, it would probably have upset her because she wanted us to get married 
and have children. 
 

This participant did not share her decision with her mother because she feared her mother would 

be upset. She wanted to avoid a negative reaction.   

 

 Expressive Need Hypothesis 

In addition to the self-defense hypothesis, VCF individuals also experienced instances of 

the expressive need hypothesis. The expressive need hypothesis states that individuals disclose to 

fulfill their need to convey thoughts and feelings to others. They feel that disclosing will be 

rewarding in some way (Davis & Franzoi, 1987). For example, one participant explained: 

I’ve met other people who have felt the same way [chose not to have children] and it was 
kinda nice because it would be something to bond over. Like a couple of co-workers who 
I didn’t know very well, one of them is in her late 30s and has been married I think for 
about ten years. She said something in passing that she likes visiting her nieces and 
nephews because she never wants kids of her own and she’s tired of her parents bugging 
her, and yeah, so we talked and I said something about that and got to know her from 
that. And there’s a few other people who, when I’ve said something about it, have opened 
up more and we’ve talked about how family guilts you into it and all that.  
 

Here, the participant revealed her decision only when she knew someone else shared the same 
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decision. Because they shared the same decision, she knew sharing would be rewarding and 

fulfill a need to talk about her decision with someone else who understands. Additionally, one 

grounds-based participant said: 

I have had so many people that I’ve talked to who perhaps think they’re all by themselves 
or freakish, who join a meetup and say, I thought I was the only one. Well, actually 20% 
of the women who reach age 44 have not had kids, so don’t feel alone, come on, let’s go 
out, chat and have dinner and have a great time!  
 

Because this participant shared her child free decision, other child free individuals felt like they 

were not alone and could open up about their decision. This participant organizes child free 

meetups for an organization and felt that by sharing her decision with other child free 

individuals, she could help others feel fulfilled, and in turn, gain friendship herself.  

While both grounds-based and grounds-free individuals reported instances of both the 

self-defense hypothesis and the expressive need hypothesis, grounds-free individuals 

experienced more instances of self-defense than expressive need, whereas grounds-based 

individuals reported experiencing more instances of expressive need than self-defense. Grounds-

free individuals had a total of seventeen motivational utterances, with nine of those coded as self-

defense. In contrast, grounds-based individuals had a total of six motivational utterances, with 

only two utterances coded as self-defense.  

  

Contextual Criteria 

Certain contexts, such as life circumstances, cause individuals to adapt their privacy rules 

(Petronio, 2002).  Twenty utterances out of a total of 67 utterances were coded as contextual 

criteria. Within the contextual criteria category, two main themes emerged, revealing two 

situations where VCF individuals reported sharing their decision: group gatherings and dyadic 

situations. Grounds-free couples engaged in both group gatherings and dyadic situations, 
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however grounds-based couples engaged only in dyadic situations. Both grounds-based and 

grounds-free VCF couples engaged in dyadic situations similarly.  

 

Group Gatherings 

Group gatherings are social situations where many people, often family or friends, are 

present. During these group gatherings, VCF couples are often asked about children. One 

grounds-free participant explained: 

My mother-in-law retired in June and we were at the retirement party. One of her 
longtime co-workers who sort of watched my husband and his brother grow up and she 
was at our wedding, I think, she gave a little congratulatory speech to my mother in law. 
She said something really loud like, where everybody was watching, so when are ya’ll 
going to have kids? Come on, it’s time for kids! And we were like oh my God why did 
we come to this party? And this is somebody who I don’t know very well at all, but she 
knows my husband’s family and my mother-in-law. We were just like, oh we’re not 
going to have kids, and she was like oh come on. And I really didn’t want to have that 
conversation at that party in a room full of people I didn’t know.  
 

In this instance, the VCF couple was asked about their decision in front of a large group of 

people. Feeling somewhat forced, the VCF couple revealed their decision due to the nature of the 

situation. Grounds-based individuals did not report having to share their decisions in group-

gatherings.  

 

Dyadic Situations 

Dyadic situations are interpersonal interactions where a VCF individual  

is asked in a one-on-one situation about having children. For example, one grounds-free 

participant stated: 

We moved here about 3 ½ years ago from the East coast and the neighbors across the 
street came over one day and introduced, actually it was just the husband, and he brought 
over his two kids and I don’t dislike kids, like I said, I was a teacher. He said a quick 
hello, welcome to the neighborhood kind of thing, and then he said do you have kids? 
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You know, that was like the fourth word out of his mouth, and I was like no, and then he 
said, do you plan on having any? And I said, no we’re child free. 
 

This participant and her neighbor had a dyadic interaction where he directly asked her about her 

choice to have children. Due to the circumstance, she felt compelled to share. Additionally, a 

grounds-based participant explained: 

I would always have people who barely knew me, like grandmothers of my private flute 
students would ask [if I was planning on having children] and rather than saying, wow 
that’s a really personal question like I would say these days, I would actually feel like I 
needed to answer. They would then get all clucky about it and these were not people who 
were close to me at all, they were aunts and grandmothers who would show up to recitals. 
 

Because she was directly asked about having children in a one-on-one situation, this participant 

felt the need to share her decision. Both grounds-free and grounds-based individuals reported 

experiencing dyadic interactions that contributed to them choosing to disclose their VCF 

decision.   

 RQ1 revealed seven themes within the categories of culture, gender, motivational criteria 

and contextual criteria. No themes were found within the risk-benefit ratio category. Grounds-

based VCF couples and grounds-free VCF couples experienced themes within the culture and 

gender categories in similar ways. Additionally, each couple type experienced themes within 

motivational and contextual criteria similarly, but differed in frequency of utterances.  

 

Research Question 2 

In support of RQ2, six themes emerged from the four accommodation strategy categories. 

First, the under-accommodation category revealed two themes: name-calling and counter-

arguing. One theme emerged from the accommodation category: respect.  Within the over-

accommodation category, two themes emerged: disclosing hardships and reflective agreement. 

Finally, the non-accommodation category revealed one theme: abandonment of interaction. 
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Participants reported choosing to disclose in the future when social network members engaged in 

accommodation, over-accommodation and non-accommodation strategies. In contrast, 

participants reported choosing to conceal their decision in the future when social network 

members engaged in under-accommodation strategies. In this section, I will outline each 

accommodation strategy, describe themes within each strategy, and provide examples of VCF’s 

choice to reveal or conceal their decision in future interactions. Table 2 shows an overview of 

findings.  

Table 2 

Themes and Impact of Accommodation Strategies 

Strategy Theme Impact 

Under-accommodation** (54%) Name-calling** 
Counter-arguing** Conceal in the future 

Accommodation (31%) Respect Reveal in the future 

Over-accommodation ** (11%) Disclosing hardships 
Reflective agreement Reveal in the future 

Non-accommodation** (4%) Abandonment of interaction Reveal in the future 

**These strategies were different for grounds-based and grounds-free. 

 
 
Under-Accommodation 

 Under-accommodation occurs when individuals do not sufficiently meet the 

communicative needs of others (Giles, 2008). Within VCF interactions with social network 

members, under-accommodation represented the majority of accommodation strategies used by 

social network members. Out of a total of 94 utterances, 51 of those utterances were coded as 

under-accommodation. Two main themes emerged from the under-accommodation category: 

name calling and counter arguing. 
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Name-Calling 

Name-calling occurred when social network members told VCF individuals that they 

were selfish or labeled them as something negative because of their decision to remain child free. 

One female participant said: 

I said at work I didn’t want to have kids. People were like oh, you’re selfish, you’re this, 
you’re that, calling me things and labeling me things and I said you know, I don’t call 
you names because you wanted kids. Then there was this huge argument and from then 
on I vowed I’m just going to tell people I’m sterile, rather than, you know, just to avoid a 
whole rigamraoll.  
 

Another participant explained, “We aren’t as open with his family about it because I can 

remember at one point, we were talking about Disney World or something and I commented, oh 

that sounds terrible, I’m glad I don’t want kids and his father commented that I was being 

selfish.”  In both of these instances, social network members were labeling VCF individuals as 

selfish for choosing not to have children. In this way, social network members were under-

accommodating. Instead of meeting the communicative needs of the VCF individual by 

accepting the decision, they called them names. In both examples, VCF individuals state their 

intentions for concealing their VCF decision in future interactions as a result of being called 

names.  

 

Counter-Arguing 

 Counter-arguing occurred when social network members attempted to change the minds 

of the VCF individual by providing reasons why the VCF individual should have children. For 

example, one participant noted: 

We’re very comfortable discussing our decision with family, with friends, not as much. 
People say we’ll change our minds. Some of our friends had kids in their late 30s, early 
40s and had to go through fertility and stuff. They’re telling us, you’re going to change 
your mind, you need to start now before you have trouble having them in the future. And 
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so, when we tell them we’ve decided we’re not having kids, they kinda blow us off or tell 
us that we’ll change our minds. They say, everyone has kids. You can have the coffee on 
weekends 20 years from now when they’re grown, but it’s something you need to have.  
 

Here, social network members tried to change the minds of the VCF couple by explaining the 

difficulties in fertility if one decides to have children later in life. When the VCF couple explains 

that they are choosing to never have children, the social network members attempt to convince 

the VCF couple that children are something everyone should have and that they are going to 

change their minds. They do not accept the decision and under-accommodate through counter-

arguing. Another participant describes her experience saying, 

With my friends, all my friends are PhD students and most of them don’t want kids 
either, so there’s nothing strange about it. But, with other people I know, I’m not quite as 
comfortable [sharing my decision] because you never know the reaction you’re going to 
get, and some people take it as, they’re like personally offended, like you’re making 
some type of judgement on their decision to have kids. Some people say, oh you’ll 
change your mind, you’ll change your mind. I don’t really feel like hearing that because I 
don’t think I’m going to change my mind, so I usually don’t talk about it. 
  

In this instance, social network members try to convince the VCF individual that they will 

change their mind. Again, this social network member does not agree with the decision and 

makes an effort to convince the VCF couple to have children, thus engaging in under-

accommodation through counter-arguing. In both examples, VCF individuals reported a choice 

to conceal their decision in future interactions as a result of experiencing under-accommodation 

through counter-arguing. 

 The under-accommodative strategies used by social network members impacted the VCF 

individual’s privacy rules. The majority of VCF individuals who experienced under-

accommodation reported feeling uncomfortable sharing their decision in the future and made 

attempts to conceal their decision in future interactions. A total of 16 individuals reported 

instances of under-accommodation, with 9 individuals specifically stating that these under-
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accommodative reactions caused them to conceal their decision in the future. As seen in each 

example above, VCF individuals who experienced non-accommodative strategies in both the 

name-calling form and the counter-arguing form chose not to bring up the subject again to those 

specific social network members. They reported making the decision to close privacy boundaries 

in the future to social network members that they did not know very well.  

 

Accommodation 

Accommodation strategies occur when individuals adjust their behavior in order to 

communicate more effectively and meet the communicative needs of the other person (Jones et 

al., 2007). Social network members used accommodation strategies less frequently than under-

accommodation strategies. Twenty-nine utterances out of a total of 94 utterances were coded as 

accommodation. Within the accommodation category, one main theme emerged: respect.  

 

Respect 

Instances of respect occurred when social network members accepted and valued the 

VCF’s decision, even if they did not agree with their choice. For example, one participant 

explained:  

It doesn’t bother me to share. I’ve been very fortunate. I think my mom was disappointed, 
but she’s always been like, you’re my daughter and I’ll support you even if I don’t agree 
with things. So she’s never tried to talk me out of it. I’ve been very lucky to have 
supportive people.  
 

This social network member did not agree with her daughter’s choice, but supported her anyway. 

She accepted that her daughter made the choice not to have children and did not attempt to 

change her daughter’s mind about having children. Another participant said: 
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I’m very comfortable sharing with my family. My mom and sister have been very 
supportive. My sister has kids she says, I’m proud of you for not making the choice to 
just have them to have them. And my mom is real good about saying, you never really 
seemed like the type to want kids, you’re a really good aunt, she’s always playing up 
what a really good aunt I am.  
 

This VCF indivdiual’s sister had chosen to have children, yet applauded her VCF decision. Her 

mother accepted that she was not the type to have kids and supported her child free decision. 

Additionally, one female participant shared: 

It depends on who the people are. My friends, when they found out I didn’t want kids, 
they were pretty supportive and confirmed my thinking on it. And my sister, when we 
were growing up, I always said I wanted kids and my sister didn’t want kids. Now, the 
roles are reversed, so it’s nice to be able to talk to her about it and share some of my 
thoughts. 
 

Here, the participant reports feeling comfortable sharing her decision with her sister, because her 

sister used to not want children and understood her point of view. Even though her sister 

changed her mind, she was still supportive of the VCF decision. In addition, friends of the 

participant respected and supported her decision. 

 Social network members engaged in accommodation strategies, which affected the VCF 

individual’s privacy rules. A total of 15 VCF individuals interviewed reported experiencing 

accommodation strategies from social network members. All of these individuals reported 

feeling comfortable sharing their decision and continuing to discuss their decision with social 

network members who engaged in accommodation strategies. They explained that they would 

continue to share with social network members who used accommodation strategies in the future.  

 

Over-Accommodation 

 Over-accommodation strategies occurred when individuals over-compensate or 

exaggerate their response (Ryan et al., 1986).  Out of a total of 94 utterances, 10 utterances were 
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coded as over-accommodation strategies. Within the over-accommodation category, two main 

themes emerged: disclosing hardships and reflective agreement. 

 

Disclosing Hardships 

 Disclosing hardships occurred when social network members who were also parents 

described the difficulty of parenting. For example, one female participant explained: 

I’ve had people say if they had to do it all over again, they wouldn’t have had children. 
Of course, they love their children and wouldn’t trade them for anything, but if they had 
known how hard it was going to be, and what it was going to be like, they wouldn’t have 
had them.  
 

Instead of this social network member simply accepting the VCF’s decision, they went a step 

further to describe the challenges of being a parent. In this way, the social network member 

engaged in over-accommodation. This participant mentioned earlier in the interview that she was 

very comfortable discussing her VCF decision with others. Another participant said, “One couple 

in particular, they had kids with learning disabilities, said, you’re lucky you didn’t do this, 

because it’s a crapshoot. You never know what kind of kids you’re going to get.” This 

participant also reported feeling comfortable sharing her decision with others. Again, this social 

network member engages in over-accommodation by describing the difficulties of parenting and 

the hardships that come with having children. In both examples, the participants reported being 

open about their decision, even when met with over-accommodation strategies, such as 

disclosing hardships.  

 

Reflective Agreement 

 Reflective agreement occurs when a social network member reflects back on their life 

and states that they wished they had not had children. For example, one female participant said, 
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“I’m very open about my decision….even my own mother, I asked her about having kids, and 

she said, no offense but had I thought about it, I wouldn’t have had kids.” Another female 

participant explained, “We were pretty open about it early on. I’ve had some friends who have 

kids, particularly who have teenagers who have a lot of problems, say they wouldn’t do it again 

and that I made the right decision.” In both of these instances, the social network member over-

accommodates by expressing regret for having children. The social network member does not 

simply provide support; they amplify their response to include regret for having children.  As 

seen in the examples above, these participants reported feeling comfortable sharing their 

decision, even when met with reflective agreement.  

 Although over-accommodation strategies are described as not meeting the 

communicative needs of others and communicating based on stereotypes or with exaggerated 

responses (Giles, 2008), VCF individuals reported feeling comfortable sharing their decision 

when met with over-accommodation strategies. A total of 7 VCF individuals reported instances 

of over-accommodation, and 6 of those reported feeling comfortable sharing their decision with 

others.  

 

Non-Accommodation 

 Non-accommodation occurs when the sender sends a message that suggests the receiver 

is not worthy of a response (Giles, 2008). Within interactions between social network members 

and VCF individuals, only 4 out of 94 utterances were coded as non-accommodation. One theme 

emerged from non-accommodation: abandonment of interaction.  
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Abandonment of Interaction 

Abandonment of interaction occurs when a VCF individual shares their decision and the 

social network member removes themselves from the interaction. For example, one participant 

explained: 

When we try to make friends, the very first thing people ask is do you have kids? And if 
you don’t it’s kind of like oh I can’t be friends with you and they stop talking to you. If 
they can’t have a play date, I guess there’s no reason for them to be friends with you.   
 

The social network member began by interacting with the VCF individual, but stopped 

interacting once they found out they did not have children. The social network member did not 

accept the decision nor did they attempt to argue with the VCF individual about the decision. 

Instead, they abandoned the interaction and by doing so, made it clear they did not agree with 

their decision. Another participant said, “There was one interaction where someone kinda got 

cold and gave me the third degree, but it was a short interaction and didn’t last very long.” 

Again, this social network member did not respond by supporting the decision or calling the 

VCF individual selfish, they just shut down. Non-accommodative language demonstrates 

disagreement with the VCF’s decision.  

 Only three VCF individuals reported experiencing non-accommodative strategies. Out of 

those three, two reported feeling comfortable sharing their decision, despite experiencing non-

accommodation strategies. While this may suggest that VCF individuals privacy rules are not 

affected by non-accommodation strategies, only four utterances were coded as non-

accommodative, which is not sufficient data to draw conclusions.  

 RQ2 revealed that accommodation strategies impacted how individuals develop privacy 

rules. Participants were more likely to reveal their decision in future interactions when social 

network members engaged in accommodation, over-accommodation and non-accommodation 
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strategies. However, participants chose not to reveal their decision in the future when social 

network members engaged in under-accommodation strategies.   

 

Research Question 3 

 RQ3 asked “How do accommodation strategies used by social network members differ 

based on VCF couple type (grounds-based or grounds-free)?”  Under-accommodation, over-

accommodation and non-accommodation strategies revealed differences between grounds-free 

and grounds-based. However, no differences were found within the accommodation category. 

Grounds-based individuals did not experience over-accommodation and non-accommodation and 

primarily experienced counter-arguing when social network members under-accommodated. 

Both grounds-based and grounds-free individuals experienced accommodation strategies.   

 

Under-Accommodation 

 As previously stated, social network members primarily used under-accommodation 

strategies when responding to VCF individuals. For both grounds-free and grounds-based 

individuals, under-accommodation strategies accounted for the majority of accommodation 

strategies.  Grounds-free individuals experienced 74% of under-accommodation utterances, 

whereas grounds-based individuals experienced 26%. Grounds-free individuals experienced 18 

utterances of name calling and 20 utterances of counter-arguing, revealing a fairly even split. 

However, grounds-based individuals experienced only 3 utterances of name calling and 10 

utterances of counter-arguing, revealing a greater divide between the two types of under-

accommodation.  
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Over-Accommodation 

 Over-accommodation strategies were used by social network members more often than 

non-accommodation strategies, but not as frequently as under-accommodation and 

accommodation strategies. Ten utterances out of a total of 94 utterances were coded as over-

accommodation. Grounds-free individuals experienced all 10 of the 10 utterances. Interestingly, 

grounds-based individuals did not experience any over-accommodation strategies. Three of the 

10 utterances fell into the parenting hardships category, while 7 of the 10 fell into the reflective 

agreement category. Again, all utterances in this category were from grounds-free individuals.  

 

Non-Accommodation 

 Social network members used non-accommodation strategies the least frequent of all 

accommodation strategies. Four of the 94 utterances were coded as non-accommodative 

strategies. Grounds-free individuals experienced all 4 of the 4 utterances. Like the over-

accommodation category, grounds-based individuals did not experience any non-accommodative 

strategies. Because the non-accommodation category revealed only one central theme, all 

utterances fell into the abandonment of interaction category.  

 

Accommodation 

 Social network members used accommodation strategies more frequently than over-

accommodation and non-accommodation strategies. Twenty-nine utterances out of a total of 94 

were coded as accommodation. Of these 29 utterances, grounds-free individuals experienced a 

total of 23 utterances. Grounds-based individuals experienced 6 of those 29 utterances. For both 

grounds-free and grounds-based individuals, accommodation strategies accounted for the second 
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most frequent type of accommodation strategies. Since only one theme was revealed, all 

utterances for both grounds-based and grounds-free fell under the central theme of respect. 

Therefore, no difference was found between grounds-free and grounds-based individuals.  

Overall, the data analysis revealed no differences between grounds-based and grounds-

free individuals use of culture and gender criteria as they develop privacy rules. However, 

differences in grounds-based and grounds-free individuals were revealed in use of motivational 

and contextual criteria. Additionally, grounds-free individuals reported choosing to disclose in 

the future when social network members engaged in accommodation, over-accommodation and 

non-accommodation strategies. Both grounds-based and grounds-free individuals chose not to 

disclose in the future when met with under-accommodation strategies of social network 

members, though grounds-based individuals reported experiencing more counter-arguing. In the 

following chapter I further discuss the results of this study. 
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 CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

 The purpose of this study was to examine how grounds-based and grounds-free 

voluntarily child free (VCF) couples manage their disclosure of private information and how 

social network members react to their family planning decision. The results indicate grounds-

based and grounds-free individuals engaged in communication privacy management (CPM) 

differently, the study found that social network members engaged in various accommodation 

strategies as they reacted to the family planning decision of the VCF couple. These 

accommodation strategies varied between the two types of VCF couples. This section explicates 

the implications of the theoretical frameworks of CPM and communication accommodation 

theory (CAT). 

 

Communication Privacy Management 

 Overall, findings from this study supported the use of CPM as VCF couples chose to 

conceal or reveal their VCF decision to social network members based on privacy rule criteria. 

While both grounds-based and grounds-free individuals utilize motivational criteria to develop 

privacy rules, grounds-based individuals may feel more comfortable sharing because their 

medically-based reasoning is more acceptable to social network members. The expressive need 

hypothesis states individuals disclose because they feel the response will be fulfilling and 

rewarding (Davis & Franzoi, 1987). Both types of VCF individuals face stigmatization because 

of the societal expectations that heterosexual married couples should have children (Polit, 1978). 

Given that grounds-free individuals were more likely to engage in the self-defense hypothesis, 

this suggests they are more stigmatized than grounds-based individuals.  Social network 
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members may not see a career focus or the value of freedom as acceptable reasons to not have 

children and engage in more negative responses. Thus, grounds-free individuals feel the need to 

conceal their decision and engage in the self-defense hypothesis. In contrast, social network 

members may be more understanding of medical or genetic reasons for not having children and 

therefore respond more positively to the grounds-based individuals’ decision not to have 

children. The finding that grounds-based individuals engage in the expressive-need hypothesis 

more frequently due to their expectation that sharing will be rewarding and fulfilling suggests 

that grounds-based individuals are less stigmatized than grounds-free individuals.  

Moreover, grounds-based individuals were only asked about their decision in dyadic 

situations, suggesting that social network members felt that medical or genetic information was 

too sensitive to be discussed in group gatherings, whereas the social information provided by 

grounds-free individuals was not considered as sensitive. As previously mentioned, both VCF 

couple types share a stigmatization due to their desire to not have children. Yet, grounds-based 

individuals were only asked about their decision in one-on-one situations, which prevented them 

from being forced to share their decision in front of many people. In this way, they were able to 

avoid potentially awkward or embarrassing situations where they would be prompted to explain 

their decision in a public setting. This may be a result of social network members feeling that 

medical or biological issues pertaining to the VCF couple are sensitive subjects, only to be 

discussed in dyadic situations. The grounds-based VCF couple provides medical and genetic 

reasons for not having children, which social network members may consider to be sensitive 

material. Therefore, social network members may not want to force the grounds-based VCF 

couple to share their medical history in front of many people, so they discuss children solely in 

dyadic situations. On the other hand, grounds-free individuals have social reasons for not having 
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children and social network members may not find those reasons as sensitive as medical reasons. 

In turn, social network members do not see the subject as sensitive and feel comfortable asking 

the VCF couple about having children in group gatherings as well as dyadic situations.  

According to the CPM framework, this means that grounds-free individuals are more 

likely to experience boundary turbulence. Turbulence occurs when someone’s privacy rule is 

overtly violated, such as when social network members asked VCF individuals about their 

decision in a group gathering. Because grounds-free individuals are more likely to experience 

turbulence, this suggests that they are more likely to experience stigma than grounds-based 

individuals.  

Female participants reported talking to other women about their decision in one-on-one 

situations, which suggests that both grounds-based and grounds-free VCF women feel more 

comfortable talking to other females in dyadic situations when the topic of conversation is a 

stigmatized lifestyle. Durham (2008) found that VCF couples often feared negative reactions 

from social network members because of cultural expectations of American society. The gender 

criteria findings support prior research, which found that women primarily disclose to other 

women (Dindia & Allen, 1992). As prior research states, both grounds-based and grounds-free 

female individuals shared their decision primarily with women, and our findings show that these 

interactions are mainly dyadic. 

No themes emerged from the risk-benefit ratio category because of a lack of sufficient 

evidence of both grounds-based and grounds-free VCF individuals engaging in risk-benefit ratio 

criteria. Grounds-based and grounds-free individuals are stigmatized and therefore may feel that 

there is always a risk to sharing. More research is needed to explore this criterion, or rather, the 

absence of this criterion, and its connection to relationship closeness. Additionally, VCF 
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individuals were often met with situations in which they were asked about their decision and 

shared their family planning decision, but had not planned on sharing. In these instances, the 

VCF individuals did not have time to weigh the risks and benefits. VCF individuals did report 

choosing to share and engaged in the expressive need hypothesis, but this only occurred with 

social network members with whom they had a close relationship and felt would respond 

positively to their decision.  

This study advances three areas of the CPM theoretical framework. First, it adds to the 

theoretical idea of turbulence, an understudied area of CPM (Petronio, 2004). Findings suggest 

that turbulence may be more likely to occur in group settings for stigmatized groups due to 

cultural perceptions. Second, the study advances research on gender privacy rule criteria, 

revealing that these are largely dyadic relationships. Finally, findings show that motivational 

criteria are largely linked to cultural criteria. Individuals consider cultural criteria as they decide 

to engage in the expressive need hypothesis or the self-defense hypothesis. This suggests that 

privacy rule criteria do not only operate in isolation of one another, but work together.  

 

Communication Accommodation Theory 

Interestingly, 6 out of 7 VCF individuals reported feeling comfortable sharing their 

decision in the future when met with over-accommodation strategies. Over-accommodation is 

defined as not meeting the communicative needs of others and giving exaggerated responses 

(Giles, 2008). However, findings suggest the VCF individuals see over-accommodation 

strategies as positive, or a type of accommodation. VCF individuals are most often met with 

stigmatization and judgment and when someone expresses their regret for having children, VCF 

individuals may see that as the ultimate validation of their choice. Because VCF individuals saw 
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over-accommodation strategies used by social network members as a positive response to their 

decision, they felt comfortable sharing their decision in future interactions.  

In these instances, VCF individuals may use cultural criteria to develop privacy rules and 

determine that the social network member will not reinforce the stigma and therefore feel 

comfortable sharing. This study found that cultural criteria consisted of an expectation of 

children and the VCF’s perceived view of culture. When social network members engaged in 

over-accommodation, VCF individuals perceived those social network members’ culture as 

positive or accommodating. In CAT, convergence is defined as an accommodative process that 

explains what occurs when individuals adapt their verbal or non-verbal behavior to mirror the 

behavior of another (Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991). Thus, VCF individuals perceived 

social network members as converging when they engaged in over-accommodation. 

In general, social network members do not adapt their communication to communicate 

more effectively toward VCF individuals because of the societal stigmatization of the VCF. 

More often than not, social network members are engaging in name-calling and counter-arguing 

with VCF individuals, displaying their disagreement with the decision. Interestingly, grounds-

based individuals primarily experienced instances of counter-arguing and grounds-free 

individuals primarily experienced instances of name-calling. Social network members may see 

grounds-based individuals as less selfish because of their medical reasoning and therefore 

usually refrain from calling them names. Medical and biological factors are often genetically 

passed down and the grounds-based individual does not have control over those factors. 

Therefore, social network members may be less inclined to call them names because they have 

no control over problematic medical issues. Instead, they may be more likely to engage in 
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counter-arguing, explaining the positive factors associated with having children and stating that 

the VCF individual would make a good parent. 

 In contrast, social network members may see the grounds-free individuals’ social reasons 

for having children as more of a choice when compared to grounds-based individuals’ medical 

reasons, thus reinforcing the stigma of being VCF. Thus, the grounds-free are met with more 

name calling than the grounds-based individuals because social network members see them as 

making a “selfish” choice for not having children because of their social reasoning. Additionally, 

both grounds-based and grounds-free individuals reported choosing to conceal their decision in 

the future after experiencing under-accommodation strategies. This could be due to the negative 

responses associated with under-accommodation. This suggests that grounds-free individuals are 

more likely to experience stigma.   

Finally, non-accommodation and over-accommodation strategies were not used with 

grounds-based individuals. Non-accommodation strategies suggest the individual is not worthy 

of a response and social network members may see this as too harsh for VCF couples who have 

medical reasons for choosing to not have children. Social network members may not engage in 

over-accommodation strategies because they may mistake grounds-based VCF couples as 

infertile or unable to have children because of their medical reasons for not having children. 

Therefore, to over-accommodate may seem too insensitive. However, grounds-free individuals 

give social reasons for not having children, which social network members may view as less 

legitimate than medical reasons. As a result, they may not feel that non-accommodation is too 

harsh and engage in non-accommodation strategies with grounds-free individuals. Additionally, 

over-accommodation may seem acceptable to social network members because they understand 
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clearly the social reasons grounds-free individuals have for not having children and do not feel 

over-accommodation is inappropriate.  

Overall, this study advances CAT in two ways. First, findings suggest that over-

accommodation can be positive and thus does not always reinforce stereotypes. Second, 

stigmatized individuals can experience stigma differently because of social network members’ 

different treatment of VCF grounds-based and grounds-free individuals.  

 

Implications of Merging CPM and CAT 

Little research has combined communication privacy management and communication 

accommodation theory. Merging the two theories allowed for a more thorough examination of 

VCF couples. While researchers have used communication privacy management in the past to 

examine VCF couples, no research has been done combining CPM with CAT to study reactions 

of social network members. In combining the theories, this study permitted privacy rules and 

violations of those rules to be explained in terms of accommodation strategies. In this way, 

privacy rule criteria interacted with accommodation strategies. Within each accommodation 

strategy, evidence of privacy rule criteria can be seen. Based on the responses of social network 

members, the use of specific privacy rule criteria can be determined at the time of the interaction.  

 When social network members engaged in under-accommodation, they labeled VCF 

couples as selfish because of an overall cultural view that children are the norm, and those that 

do not have children are going against the norm and engaging in selfish behavior. Social network 

members’ intentional boundary violations caused boundary turbulence for the VCF individual. 

Therefore, VCF couples may choose to forgo sharing their decision in the future with those who 

engage in under-accommodation strategies as a result of cultural expectations of children. 
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Additionally, when social network members under-accommodated, VCF individuals were met 

with a negative response, such as name-calling or counter-arguing. Because of these under-

accommodative responses, many VCF individuals chose to engage in the self-defense hypothesis 

in future interactions that they feel would be met with under-accommodative responses. 

Participants used gender criteria to develop privacy rules with social network members 

that over-accommodated. Female participants revealed their decision primarily to other women, 

and most over-accommodation strategies were used by female social network members. These 

interactions took place in dyads.  Interestingly, several participants’ mothers engaged in over-

accommodation strategies, stating their regret for having children. Though over-accommodation 

is defined as not meeting the communicative needs of the individual and engaging in exaggerated 

responses, VCF individuals viewed over-accommodation as a positive response. Therefore, VCF 

individuals are more likely to disclose to female social network members in dyadic situations in 

the future.  

Additionally, participants used cultural criteria to develop privacy rules with social 

network members that over-accommodated. According to the findings of this study, social 

network behavior could either confirm the cultural expectation, causing a reinforcement of the 

stigma, or disconfirm the cultural expectation and not reinforce the stigma. When social network 

members engaged in over-accommodation strategies, they disconfirmed the cultural expectation 

of children and did not reinforce the stigma. In these instances, VCF individuals did not 

experience turbulence, as over-accommodation was perceived as positive, thereby not 

reinforcing the stigma.  

Accommodation strategies occurred during interactions where VCF individuals were 

disclosing to women, such as mothers, sisters and friends. Moreover, accommodation strategies 
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occurred primarily during dyadic interactions with these women. Because disclosing in dyadic 

interactions between women often resulted in accommodation, VCF individuals may be more 

likely to make similar disclosures in the future.  Accommodation strategies were used solely 

within dyadic situations. In each example provided, VCF individuals were discussing their 

decision in a one-on-one situation, whether it is with a mother, sister or friend. Participants 

reported no accommodation strategies used during group gatherings. Accommodation occurred 

largely within dyadic situations, thus VCF individuals may choose to share their decision in this 

same manner in the future. This suggests that turbulence happens predominantly in group 

interactions.  

When social network members engaged in non-accommodation, they abandoned the 

interaction, revealing their disagreement with the VCF individual’s decision to not have children. 

By engaging in non-accommodation and abandoning the interaction, social network members 

diverged to show their difference. Social network members non-accommodated during 

interactions only with grounds-free individuals, thus reinforcing the stigma.  

 

Limitations and Future Research 

This study provided a thorough examination of grounds-based and grounds-free VCF 

couples, but is not without limitations. First, the participants of this study consisted of 17 

grounds-free individuals and only 5 grounds-based individuals. A more even split of the two 

types of couples would have yielded more data from the grounds-based individuals and perhaps 

allowed researchers to discover more differences between the two couple types. Therefore, 

limitations of the sample could explain why there was no difference between grounds-based and 

grounds-free in the cultural criteria category. Additionally, the majority of participants were 
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female, with only two male participants interviewed and all participants identified as Caucasian. 

Interviewing more male participants may have resulted in the discovery of more themes within 

gender criteria and given a more thorough perspective of how men and women VCF individuals 

manage privacy. Finally, all interviews were done over the telephone, due to the participants 

residing all over the country. While interview questions often yielded detail-rich answers, face-

to-face interviews may have allowed the interviewer to pick up on non-verbal cues and probe 

deeper for more information and detail.  

 The findings of this study point to several areas for future research. VCF individuals 

shared their family planning decision with social network members and many of these social 

network members were the VCF’s parents. VCF individuals explained that their parents would 

face situations where others would ask them about grandchildren. Thus, parents of the VCF 

couple would engage in communication privacy management as they decided to reveal or 

conceal their child’s family planning decision. Future research should focus on the 

communication privacy management that parents of VCF couples use within and outside of the 

family. Additionally, the decision of the parents of the VCF couple to reveal or conceal should 

be explored further to gain a better understanding of the stigmatization of the VCF.  

In lieu of this finding, a family communication perspective would prove beneficial for 

studying this communication phenomenon. This study took an interpersonal perspective, looking 

at how VCF individuals managed privacy as they revealed or concealed their decision to social 

network members. A family perspective would consider the parents and siblings of the VCF 

individual and allow for a more comprehensive examination of the VCF couple’s choice to 

reveal or conceal their family planning decision, taking into account multiple perspectives from 

other family members (Petronio & Caughlin, 2006).  
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Conclusion 

Previous research indicates the initial societal stigmatization of VCF couples is still 

present in today’s culture (Durham, 2008; Polit, 1978; Veevers, 1980). This study examined how 

grounds-based and grounds-free VCF couples managed privacy as they chose to reveal or 

conceal their decision to social network members. The study also investigated social network 

members’ use of accommodation strategies and the difference in the use of these strategies based 

on couple type. Findings revealed that VCF couples’ use of privacy rules is shaped by social 

network members’ use of accommodation strategies. Additionally, results showed that grounds-

based and grounds-free individuals experience accommodation strategies differently. Overall, 

this study suggests that grounds-free are more stigmatized than grounds-based. Two main 

findings from this study suggest that grounds-free individuals are more stigmatized: grounds-free 

individuals experienced non-accommodation and over-accommodation and grounds-free 

experienced more name-calling than counter-arguing. These results support the use of 

communication privacy management and communication accommodation theory and have 

implications for merging the two theories in future research.  
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APPENDIX 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
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Age__________ 

Sex__________ 

Ethnicity: Caucasian African American Hispanic Asian  Other 

Length of Marriage_________ 

1.) What made you choose to remain a child free couple? 

2.) Tell me about you and your partner’s decision-making processes. 

3.) How comfortable do you feel discussing your VCF decision with others? 

4.) Who specifically did you feel it was important to share the information with? Tell me 

about it.  

5.) Did any of those people share your decision with other people? 

6.) Tell me about a time when you regretted sharing your decision with others 

7.) Tell me about a time when you were glad you shared your decision with others. 

8.) In what instances or occasions have you felt guilty after sharing your decision? Please 

provide a specific example. 

9.) How do you feel about the reactions? 

10.) Tell me about a time when you shared your decision but did not want to. 

11.) How have you coped? 

12.) What reactions have you experienced that are encouraging to you? 

13.) What reactions have you experienced that are discouraging to you? 
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